Despite large scale availability of social data, our understanding of the basic laws governing human behaviour remains limited, owing to the lack of a proper framework which can capture the interplay of various interdependent factors affecting social interactions. In the recent years, multilayer networks has increasingly been realized to provide an efficient framework for understanding the intricacies of complex real world systems. The present study encompasses the multilayer network analysis of Bollywood, the largest film industry of the world, comprising of a massive time-varying social data. Making around 1500 films annually, Bollywood has emerged as a globally recognized and appreciated platform for cultural exchange. This film industry acts as a mirror of the society and the rapidly changing nature of the society is reflected in the depictions of films. This renders this model system to provide a ripe platform to understand social behaviour by analyzing the patterns of evolution and the success of individuals in the society. Similarity in the degree distribution across the individual layers validates our basis of multilayering. While the degree-degree correlations of the whole networks reveal that in general nodes do not exhibit any particular preference for pairing up, multilayer framework indicates the gradual restoration of cooperation in the recent dataset. Working in more number of genres comes up as an intrinsic property of lead nodes. Further, versatility in pairs and triads has been shown to demonstrate its impact on the success of lead nodes. While repeated cooperation in pairs of dissimilar types of nodes has been shown to yield success to the lead nodes, triads of similar types of nodes turn out to be more successful. Weak ties analysis emphasize on the importance of every type of node in the society.
The model system considered here consists of a huge empirical social data drawn from the largest film industry in the world, Bollywood [14] , the depictions being highly motivated from the events occurring in the society [15, 16] . The Bollywood has gained worldwide coverage by selling an estimated 3.6 billion tickets as compared to Hollywood's 2.6 billion as per CBFC 2006 statistics [14] . This film industry can be said to reflect or affect the decisions and preferences of the individuals. Examples supporting this are Switzerland, being portrayed in various yesteryear Indian films has always remained a popular tourist destination for Indians or the increase in the number of Indian tourists to Spain by 65% in the year succeding the boxoffice hit of the movie 'Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara' which extensively portrayed tourist destinations of Spain [17] . On one hand, this model system is driven by the underlying practices prevalent in the society, while on the other hand strongly influences the mass, thus acting as a mirror of the society [15] . It also provides an opportunity to delve into the complex human behaviours driven by financial interests, gender bias and socio-economic views. Moreover, the Bollywood takes into consideration only real life interaction data instead of virtual environment [4, 6, 7] .
Considering the rapidly changing nature of the society [18] , we assort the data in the intervals of five years. This time frame on one hand is large enough to capture the minute changes shaping in the society and on the other is small enough so as to not miss out any prolific change occurring in the society. We take three such datasets in order to see how the properties of the networks change with time, providing an insight into the underlying changes in the behaviour of individuals of the society. Our analysis, on one hand, reveals the importance of versatility on the lead nodes, while on the other indicates the unbiasness in artistic nature. Emergence of cooperation with time is also revealed through our investigations.
We construct a multilayer network for each time span by considering eight genres as layers. The segregation is based on the type of emotion captured by the movies of a particular genre. The nodes here represent the actors and any pair of nodes are connected if they have co-acted in a particular movie at least once in the respective dataset. The degree of the actors have been shown to be a defining measure for differentiating actors into lead and supporting categories. The lead actors are the moderate degree nodes. The supporting actors having a long span in the industry are invariably the high degree nodes [16] , while the low degree nodes turn out to be those supporting actors who have a very short span in the industry. While segregating actors into lead and supporting categories, the projection of the degree of actors from all layers is taken into account as we categorize an actor not on the basis of number of genres or movies he/she has worked in but on the number of actors he/she has worked with. The detailed method of construction of network representing different layers and IDs of nodes are provided in supplementary material [19] .
Results
Self-similarity of individual layers: The average degree of the multiplex network, where projection of the degrees across genres is taken into account, gives a measure of the average connectivity. Across the three datasets, the average degree decreases as we proceed from the older to the latest dataset (Tables 1,2,3 ). The reason behind this being the progressive increase in the size of the networks at a much higher pace as compared to the number of connections (Table 5 ). This increase in the network size can be attributed to the status of 'industry' being conferred upon Bollywood [20] . The decrease in the average degree can further be explained with respect to the change in the preference of movie makers with time. In the recent times, preference for particular actors has reduced, offering opportunities to a large number of actors, which effectively reduces the average degree of the networks. Further, the degree distribution P(k) ∼ k −γ of each sub-network (corresponding to each genre) follows power law ( Fig. 1 ) with the value of γ being close to 2, indicating their scale-free nature [21] .
This power law behaviour depicted by individual layers is though not surprising as the complete Bollywood datasets (without consideration of genres) also follow power law behaviour [16] , but it affirms how each sub-network independently exists as a complete structure conserving the underlying properties of the entire networks, i.e. even on different scales, they possess robustness and selfsimilarity [21] . Hence our approach of considering layers of multilayer networks based on different emotions can be considered a valid approach.
(Dis)likelihood in connectivity uncovers cooperation in the recent times: The number of connections possessed by the nodes being the defining factor for the types of nodes [16] , investigating the degree-degree correlations of actor pairs is expected to provide an understanding of the types of interactions. The (dis)assortativity has emerged as an important structural measure, used for understanding (dis)likelihood in connectivity in the underlying systems [22, 23] . Various social networks are known to be assortative, while few of the biological and technological networks are found to be disassortative [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . We calculate the values of assortativity coefficient for all the three multilayer networks using Eq. 1 and find that without consideration of genres, all the three multilayer networks exhibit a value of assortativity coefficient close to zero (Table 5 ). This indicates that in general the actors do not exhibit any particular preference for a set of (dis)similar type of actors. The neutral nature of degree-degree correlation of the network, indicating the unbiasness of the artistic nature, is very different from many other social networks which are known to be assortative [23] in nature. For instance, in the collaboration network, constructed in a manner similar to that of the Bollywood networks, the nodes i.e. the collaborators are linked when they co-author a particular publication.
In both the networks, though the nodes work in coalition in distinct projects (research publication in case of collaboration network and movies in case of Bollywood network) towards achieving the best possible outcome, the collaboration networks exhibit assortative nature [28] , while the Bollywood networks exhibit neutrality. This difference in the nature of degree-degree correlations in Bollywood networks can be related to the director's or producer's choice of deciding the starcast of the movie taking into consideration many factors such as the budget of the movie, the demands of the characters portrayed in the movies [29] , etc. This difference is understood under multilayer network approach, in relation to cooperation in the society. The networks corresponding to individual layers exhibit different values of assortativity coefficients (Tables 1,2,3) . The same actors working in different genres may show different types of preferences and we find that the number of genres exhibiting assortative nature has increased from the older to the latest dataset (Tables 1,2,3) , although the entire networks show neutral behaviour. Since (dis)assortativity can be considered to shed light on different types of interactions [30] , this observation can be related with the gradual restoration of positive connotations like trust and endorsement among the actors, indicating increased cooperation in the society with time. Although to begin with we consider the nature of interactions to remain same across the layers, in course of analysis multilayering picks up different types of interactions existing in the society. With Table 4 : Pair-wise analysis of actors uniquely common to one, two or more layers in 08-12, 03-07 and 98-02 datasets. N pair denotes the number of pairs that are uniquely common to one or more layers and r pair gives the average of the degree-degree correlation of these actor pairs. P LL , P LS and P SS represent the number of lead-lead, lead-supporting and supporting-supporting actor pairs uniquely common to one, two or more layers. Layers N Bollywood becoming more successful in the recent years [31] , mutual trust appears more beneficial.
Interplay of versatility and success: The way we construct the multilayer networks allows us to capture one more important property, i.e. versatility which is known to be a qualitative feature of actors [32] and entrepreneurs [33] and it has been emphasized to allow one to excel in multiple dimensions [34] . Entrepreneurial versatility has been shown to have stronger positive impacts on firm performance in comparison to general human-based resources such as social capital and human capital [33] . Versatility, in the present context, can be referred to as the number of genres a particular actor has worked in. The actors unique to only one genre and uniquely common to two or more genres, enlisted using the Java codes (detailed algorithms described in supplementary material [19] ) decrease with an increase in the number of layers ( Fig. 2(a) ), reflecting that very few actors are highly versatile. What is interesting that the number of lead actors appearing uniquely common to more number of layers consistently increase with an increase in the number of layers (Fig. 2(b) ) which means that the number of uniquely common supporting actors decreases with an increase in the number of layers, indicating that versatility is an intrinsic property that lead actors tend to acquire. It is noteworthy that none of the lead actors were found to confine themselves to only one or only two layers ( Fig. 2(b) ) indicating that a minimum amount of versatility is essentially observed in lead nodes. Such versatility has also been reported in the biological systems, where for instance the essential genes, constituting ∼ 1% of the total human genome, encode proteins which have been The properties of all the three Bollywood datasets. We refer the 08-12, 03-07 and 98-02 datasets as I, II and III respectively. Here N and r represent the size, number of connections and overall assortativity coefficient value of the network, respectively. N L refers to the number of lead actors in the particular dataset. N L−L , N L−S and N S−S represent the number of lead-lead, lead-supporting and supporting-supporting pairs in the respective datasets. known to participate in various signalling pathways [35] , which can be considered different layers. Akin to lead actors from the successful Bollywood industry [31] , these essential genes are very few in number and have been known to be evolutionarily conserved [36] . While shedding light on the robustness of biological systems [37] , these essential genes indicate the significance of versatility as a characteristic feature of lead nodes, which might be essential in driving a successful and robust system. Next, we attempt to explore whether being versatile benefits individual credentials or not. An actor can be benefitted by different means, for example their income, popularity and stardom, awards, number of assignments they are involved in, a long span in the industry, etc. Out of these, awards turn out to have the most well-documented, authentic criterion for assessing the benefits of actors. Of the different awards categories introduced over the years of cinematic heritage in Bollywood, the Filmfare awards turns out to be the most popular and systematic quantitative measure for assessing success of actors [38] , which is voted by public and a committee of experts and has gained more acceptance over the years. The average number of Filmfare award nominations held by the lead actors unique to one or uniquely common in two or more layers is evaluated. For the 08-12 dataset, low versatility is found to be beneficial for success. For 03-07 dataset, either very high or very low versatility favours success of the lead actors, whereas for the 98-02 dataset, moderate versatility turns out to be beneficial for success (Fig. 3(a) ). This gives an indication that versatile lead nodes are successful, however in recent years relatively lower versatility turns out to be more beneficial for their success. For organizations striving hard for success, this result can find applicability in policy making by asessing the level of versatility [39] .
With versatility turning out to be an important characteristic of the lead nodes of the industry, it would be interesting to investigate how versatility in the network features (pair-wise interactions and motifs of order three) affects the success of lead nodes. Note that versatility in interactions is different from the weights on them as weighted interactions between a pair of actors indicates the number of times they have worked together [40] , whereas versatility of that interaction refers to the number of genres they have worked together, which is captured under the multilayer network framework. Many earlier works on social networks have considered pairs and triads [6] which have helped in revealing various properties of the underlying systems. Here the pairwise interactions as well as triads are defined based on the types of nodes involved, namely LL, LS and SS pairs and LLL, LLS, LSS and SSS triads (Fig. 4) . As also observed for individual nodes (Fig. 2(a) ), the total number of uniquely common pairs as well as the LL, LS and SS pairs (detailed information provided in supplementary material [19] ) decrease with increase in the number of layers. This decreasing trend of uniquely common LL pairs, is in contrast with the trend exhibited by individual lead actors (Fig. 2) . At seven and eight layers of commonality, very few uniquely common lead-lead actor pairs exist, whereas the number of lead actors is maximum at seven and eight layers versatility. This lack of interaction between lead nodes has also been observed in case of political science (for instance non co-existence of multiple leaders in a political party) or family business [41] . On investigating whether this lack of interaction between lead nodes has any relation with their success, we find that across the three datasets, there is no special preference of low or high versatility on their success (Fig. 3(b) ), indicating that versatility is neither much beneficial nor detrimental for the success of lead actors working in LL pairs.
In the following, we investigate how success credentials of lead actors change on pairing up consistently with dissimilar types of actors. Figs.3 (b) , (c) and (d) reveal a decrease in the average number of award nominations for the lead actors of the LL and LS actor pairs from the older to the latest datasets irrespective of levels of versatility. Further, the variation in award nominations of LL and LS pairs increase with increase in the number of layers of commonality. From older to the latest dataset, the variation in award nominations of lead actors of LL pairs decrease with respect to those of LS pairs. Comparison of success credentials of lead actors of LL and LS pairs across the datasets reveal that the ones appearing in LS pairs are more successful with increase in the versatility of the actor pairs, indicating that working with supporting actors in more number of genres renders the lead actors to be more successful (with an exception in the 03-07 dataset which is due to actors defying our predictions (discussed in supplementary material [19] ). This result pertaining to success coming out of versatility of different types of nodes lies in line of our earlier investigation of emergence of cooperation.
Further, we investigate the relation between versatility in higher order motif (of order three) and success of lead nodes. The motif of order three, termed as triad is the pattern of interconnections occurring in complex networks and is known to be the basic building block of many biological and technological networks [42] . This motif is demonstrated to enhance the robustness of the underlying system [43] . We calculate the number of triads unique to one and uniquely common to two or more layers and find that the number decreases with an increase in the number of layers. For a particular layer of commonality, the number of LLL triads are the lowest, followed by LLS, LSS, the largest number of triads being of SSS type (Fig. 5) . This is quite expected as supporting actors comprise of around ∼ 99% of all actors. Investigating uniquely common LLL triads reveals that each dataset exhibits a unique inherent relation between versatility and success which is consistent for all layer-wise uniqueness of lead actors (Fig. 3) , indicating that in the recent times moderate behaviour is preferred over extreme ends. Comparison of uniquely common LLL triads with LLS and LSS triads reveals that pairing up with supporting actors turns out to be more beneficial for lead actors. Interestingly in the 98-02 dataset, the average number of award nominations of LLL triads across different layers of versatility is higher than those of the LL pairs, indicating that higher order motifs pick up those properties which are more beneficial for the underlying system, thus emphasizing on the importance of higher order interactions. Thus, an interplay between versatility, types of interacting nodes and order of interactions govern the success of lead nodes.
Importance of every node: An important proposition of sociology is the 'Weak ties hypothesis' of Granovetter, built upon the assumption that the degree of overlap of the neighbourhoods of the nodes forming the tie varies directly with the strength of their tie [44] . The ties having low overlap in their neighbourhoods (calculated using Eq. 3) are termed as the weak ties. The links having high link betweenness centrality (Eq. 2) are the ones known to bridge different communities [45] . We find that overlap of ties exhibits negative correlation with their link betweenness centrality (Fig. 6) illustrating the importance of weak ties. The links having the highest link betweenness centrality are distinctly separated from the bulk of the datapoints and are invariably the weak ties. Further, we find that the ties having low overlap and highest link betweenness centrality are formed by those actors who are mostly neither successful nor they have worked in many movies and persisted for a long span in the industry, i.e. they are neither lead actors nor are they popular supporting actors and thus form a third category of actors (details of correlation values of overlap and link betweenness centrality as well as the list of actors forming weak ties with high link betweenness centrality alongwith their degrees are provided in supplementary material [19] ). This sheds light on the fact that every actor has a unique role to play in Bollywood, and with their combined effort this industry turns out to be successful [15] .
Discussions
Most of the empirical studies on large-scale social networks focus on individual node properties in order to unravel various features, such as patterns of homophily between agents [46] or topological centrality of social agents [47] . Various real world complex systems encompass multiple types of interactions and it is important to uncover the principles shaping the large-scale organization of complex interactions [48] . The multilayer network approach provides a better framework for investigating the underlying properties of such systems. Since the success of a movie is mostly governed by the calibre of the actors involved, apart from the story, direction, budget, etc. the more number of different types of interactions the actors are involved in has been shown to have positive relation with their success. Similarity in association has been shown to propagate positive attributes like cooperation and trust prevailing in the society. Further, benefits derived from association with dissimilar types of nodes as well as sets of close knit recurring motifs have been emphasized upon. This study also sheds light on the importance of every type of node in building up a robust and successful system. Thus, we propagate the idea that an efficient society is build up on positive attributes such as trust and cooperation which arises on working with similar types of people, though dissimilar sets of people can also emerge successful if they show repeated intermingling, eventually emphasizing on the importance every individual of the society, which is again supported by the weak ties analysis. The positive emotions demonstrating association betweeen dissimilar types of nodes can be treated as one of the aspects of future investigation and might attract research in disciplines like psychology [49, 50] .
Methods
Curation of data and network construction: We collect the Bollywood data from the reputed movie repository website www.bollywoodhungama.com, owned by Hungama Digital Media Entertainment, which acquired Bollywood portal in 2000. We extract the names of all the movies, their sequential star cast list and genre information from 1998 to 2012 using Python codes and segregate them into three datasets, each consisting of data for five years. Next, we create a database of all actors for every five-year span and randomly assign unique ID numbers to each actor. For each dataset, we pick those actors who have worked as protagonist of star cast in more than five movies in a particular five-year span and enlist them as lead actors. The rest of the actors, irrespective of whether they are female actors or supporting actors are enlisted as supporting actors as the second position of the star cast is shared by either a supporting actor or a lead female actor. The movies and their details were curated under 33 different genres but many of them had very few movies enlisted under them. Since a very small dataset would not yield statistically significant results, we combine all those genres having very less movies and categorize them as 'Others'. We are thus left behind with eight broad genres namely 'Action', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Thriller', 'Crime and Horror', 'Social' and 'Others'. We treat each genre as a layer of the multilayer social network. For each layer, we enlist all the actors who had worked in one or more movies of that layer. The actors are the nodes and a connection is assigned based on whether any pair of actors i and j have worked together in at least one movie in that genre. Thus, we obtain eight different sub-networks for each multilayer network corresponding the three datasets. The adjacency matrix A of each layer α of the multilayer network is defined by
All the adjacency matrices are symmetric (i.e. A ij = A ji ). Note that not every actor has worked in movies of every genre. Thus the number of nodes may differ across the genres. Filmfare data assimilation: Filmfare awards data has been extracted from the website [38] by using Python codes. We create a database of all categories of Filmfare awards and extract their respective nominees chronologically from the html pages using Python codes. Henceforth, we count the number of times every actor is nominated in each five-year span. Thus, we obtain a complete list of all actors in each span along with their number of Filmfare nominations. Instead of the awards bagged we rather take into account the award nominations in order to avoid the interplay of some kind of bias affecting the decision.
Extraction of uniquely common dimers and triads: In the algorithm for detecting dimers uniquely common to one or more layers, we read an edge of adjacency list of one layer, suppose C1-C2. Thereafter, we read an edge (suppose C3-C4) of another adjacency list corresponding to a different layer. If both C1 and C2 are equal to C3 (or C4) and C4 (or C3), then we enlist them as a pair common to two layers. Next we again match this edge (C1-C2) with an edge C5-C6 in a third layer. If both C1 and C2 are equal to C5 (or C6) and C6 (or C5), we enlist them as a pair common to three layers. Now we remove this pair from the list of two layer uniquely common pairs. We carry out this analysis for higher layers. This gives the actor dimers unique to one layer, and uniquely common to more layers.
In the algorithm for detecting triads uniquely common to one or more layers, we read two edges of an adjacency list of one layer, suppose C1-C2 and C3-C4 such that either C1 is equal to C3 (or C4) or C2 is equal to C4 (or C3). If this triad is found in another layer, we enlist it as a triad common to two layers. Next we again match this triad with the triads of a third layer. If found in three layers, the particular triad is enlisted as a triad common to three layers. Then we remove this triad from the list of two layer uniquely common triads. We carry out this analysis for higher layers viz. four, five, six layers. This gives the actor triads unique to one layer, and uniquely common to more layers.
Degree-degree correlation: We quantify the degree-degree correlations of a network by considering the Pearson (degree-degree) correlation coefficient, given as [28] 
where j i , k i are the degrees of nodes at both the ends of the i th connection and M represents the total connections in the network.
Link betweenness centrality: Link betweenness centrality is defined for an undirected link as
where σ vw (e) is the number of shortest paths between v and w that contain e, and σ vw is the total number of shortest paths between v and w [51] .
Overlap: The overlap of the neighbourhood of two connected nodes i and j is defined as [51] O ij = n ij
where n ij is the number of neighbours common to both nodes i and j. Here k i and k j represent the degree of the i th and j th nodes.
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Taking this aspect into consideration, we do not consider this LL actor pair in our analysis. 

